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gllsh prints of ladies in the early
part of the regime of Good Queen
Vic. Even the sleeves are the large,
flowing ones, and the real-lac- e collar
is of the size and. shape of nearly 100

"

years ago.
The white taffeta gown, with its

shirred "basque," scalloped ruffles,
and pantellettes, is also
a "hark-bac- to the days of long
ago.

These two gowns are the extreme
of the mode just now, but it is cer-
tain that the fall frocks will show
many of the ideas shown by these de-

signs.
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AMERICANS HELPED CARDINAL
GASQUETWIN HIGH POSITION

Sl
CanJuaal Gaacruet

Cardinal Gasquet, head of the En-
glish Order of the Benedictines, is
now the sixth representative of the
English speaking nations in the sa-
cred college at Rome. When Pope
Pius' most cherished project of a re-
vision of the Vulgate or Latin text of
the Bible was about to fail for lack
of funds, the English prelate came to
the United States and obtained the
money. He is at the head-o-f the com-
mission which has been working'
nearly ten years on the revision.
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1 CLEVER PL'AYER "CONTRIBUTOR
TO UNIVERSITY COURSE
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A great work is being done by the

extension division of the University
of Wisconsin through a series of lec-

tures and entertainments being given
to communities of the state below
cost.

First-cla- ss entertainers are engag-
ed by the department and paid by it.
One of these is Miss Catherine Nor-fle-et

of Oklahoma City, a violin player
who gives instructive musical pro-

grams, jt,
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FASHION FADS
Silk net is very much in vogue thi3

season especially in shades suitable
for evening gowns.

The true grace and dignity inher-
ent in the modified bustle style are
considered in many quarters prophet-
ic of the passing of the unhygenic de-

butante slouch.
The new sailor usually has soma

queer treatment of the crown. Either
the crown is sloped off, dented, ridged
or else shaped so as to appear rather,
lopsided.


